TSA Guidance for Ice Skaters

Ice skates ARE permitted through TSA airport security in both carry-on and checked baggage.

While it is not required, if you are bringing ice skates in a carry-on bag, we recommend that you keep clutter to a minimum in your skate case and put your case on the X-ray belt separate from your other property to provide the clearest X-ray image possible for Transportation Security Officers. This could reduce the need for additional screening and save you time at the checkpoint.

Please check with your airline before your flight to learn about their carry-on bag allowances (number of bags and bag size) to ensure there are no additional rules prohibiting your ice skates or carrying case onboard the plane.

For more information to help you speed through security, please visit www.tsa.gov. Or download our free MyTSA iPhone app on iTunes. A mobile web version of the app is also available for all smartphones at www.tsa.gov/mobile.

Your safety is our priority